The 39th Three Peaks Mountain Race
Sunday, 27 March 2022
Race Director: Steve Tripp
Race Site Manager: Mark O’Neill
Leith Harrier & Athletic Club Inc. Dunedin
Report compiled by Marc Boulle

Weather: Gloriously sunny day with light easterly winds. High of 19
Celsius, low of 13 Celsius.
Congratulations to all those who participated and assisted in this
iconic event which has taken place uninterrupted since 1984. There
were 192 finishers in the 26km Three Peaks event and 58 finishers in
the 55km Three Peaks + 1 event.
Note: All placings in this report are based on the gun times with the chip times actually listed except
for the Open Women’s 26km first and second placings

The Shoe Clinic 26km Three Peaks Mountain Run
Alex Gorrie wins in style
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Open Men’s runner Alex Gorrie
improved on his second placed finish
from last year to win this race in style in
2 hours 11 minutes 24 seconds. Second
Open Men’s runner Harry Wager was
next in 2 hours 16 minutes 18 seconds.
Third was Open Men’s runner Liam
Chesney in 2 hours 17 minutes 18
seconds.
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Kristy Eyles first female, Sophie Wilkinson wins Open Title

Kristy Eyles

Caversham’s Kristy Eyles was the first female to finish this race, at the same time
winning the Master Women’s 35-49 title in 2 hours 41 minutes 42 seconds.
There was a very close battle for second place with the second female across the line
and winner of the Open Women’s title Sophie Wilkinson finishing with a gun time of 2
hours 42 minutes 51 seconds (chip time 2 hours 42 minutes 48 seconds) edging second
placed Open Woman Kirsty Coombes who had a gun time of 2 hours 42 minutes 55
seconds (chip time 2 hours 42 minutes 46 seconds).
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Third in the Open Women’s grade was Lucy Allen in 2 hours 47 minutes 39 seconds.

Xaviour Walker wins the Masters Men title

Xaviour Walker

Ariki’s Xaviour Walker won the Masters
Men 35-49 title in 2 hours 23 minutes 12
seconds. Second was Martin Gaffuri of
Switzerland in 2 hours 23 minutes 55
seconds. Third was Caversham’s Aaron
Eyles in 2 hours 35 minutes 5 seconds.
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Kristy Eyles takes out the Masters Women 3549 title
Kristy Eyles won the Master Women’s 35-49 title in 2 hours 41
minutes 42 seconds.
Anna Frost was second in 2 hours 54 minutes 41 seconds.
Alice Coombes was third in 3 hours 0 minutes 30 seconds.
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Mandy Lowther wins the Women’s Under 20 title again
Defending champ from 2021 Mandy Lowther from Nelson won the Women’s
Under 20 title in a record time of 2 hours 52 minutes 5 seconds breaking her
previous record of 3 hours 3 minutes 32 seconds. She was also the first Youth
grade runner to cross the finish line. Second was Celine Barnes in 3 hours 31
minutes 57 seconds. Third was Skyler Ellington in 3 hours 35 minutes 57
seconds.
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Josh Lovely was happy with his win in the Men’s Under
20 grade

Josh Lovely

Josh Lovely of Run Timaru was a happy young man when he crossed the
line in first place in this grade in 2 hours 56 minutes 36 seconds. Not too
far behind in second place in 2 hours 57 minutes 47 seconds was Harry
Wing from Wanaka. Thomas Meder completed the podium in 3 hours 9
minutes 45 seconds.
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Olympian Robbie Johnston wins the Men’s Veteran 50-59 Title
Hill City University’s Robbie Johnston took out the Veteran’s title in 2 hours 59
minutes 33 seconds. He competed twice at the Summer Olympic Games - 5000m
(1992) 10000m (1996) and once at the Commonwealth Games - 10000m (1994). He
competed at the highest level in distances from 1500m to the marathon.
Shane de la Harpe was second in 3 hours 16 minutes 32 seconds. John Scott was
third in 3 hours 26 minutes 18 seconds.
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Iby Virag wins the Women’s Veteran 50-59 Title
Iby Virag won the Women’s Veteran title in 3 hours 21 minutes 26 seconds.
Winner in 2020 and 2021, Prue Orchiston was second in 3 hours 23 minutes 37
second. Sue Cuthbert was third in 3 hours 24 minutes 13 seconds repeating her
third place finish from last year.
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Wayne Porteous prevails in the Men’s Gurus Grade
Wayne Porteous won the increasingly competitive Men’s Gurus grade in 3 hours 5
minutes 6 seconds. Peter Ford finished second in 3 hours 16 minutes 43 seconds
breaking his own Men’s Gurus 70+ record set in 2020. Ian Morison finished third in 3
hours 17 minutes 21 seconds.
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Carolyn Smith wins the Women’s Gurus title
Carolyn Smith (left in picture) of North Harbour Bays won the Women’s
Gurus title in 3 hours 27 minutes 22 seconds. Second was Ruth Barnett
(right in picture) in 5 hours 25 minutes 27 seconds. They are seen here
having just received their awards and looking very pleased at their amazing
achievements
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Liam Chesney takes the Sims Garage King of the Mountain Title
Liam Chesney won the Sims Garage King of the Mountain Title for being the first male to crest
Swampy Summit (58 minutes 7 seconds) and then also going on to finish the race.

Kristy Eyles takes the Sims Garage Queen of the Mountain Title
Kristy Eyles won the Sims Garage Queen of the Mountain Title for being the first female to crest
Swampy Summit (1 hour 10 minutes 44 seconds) and then also going on to finish the race.

The Emersons 55km Three Peaks Peaks Plus 1
This was the third running of this event which includes nearly all the iconic 26km Three Peaks
route with a big detour. The extra 26km adds in an extra mountain with a brutally steep climb, some
beautiful single track through native forest, a river crossing and a wee bit of mud. This year there
were 58 keen ultra enthusiasts who completed this gruelling but enjoyable scenic 55km adventure.

Gavin Dale breaks the race record in winning this tough event
Gavin Dale from Fairlie, broke the Male Open (18-34) race record set by Chris
Bisley last year. His time was 5 hours 22 minutes 2 seconds. This is also now the
new overall Open Record. Second in this grade and third overall was Cameron
Kerr from Queenstown in 5 hours 40 minutes 53 seconds. Third and fourth overall
was Matthew Adams in 5 hours 43 minutes 38 seconds.
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Ruth Croft obliterates the race record and finishes
second overall

Greymouth’s World Class International Kiwi Ultra Trail Runner Ruth
Croft indicated that she was going to use this as a training run. And what
a training run! She finished second overall and first female and took out
the Open Women’s (18-34) title in breaking the race record in a time of 5
hours 33 minutes 30 seconds. Not to be outdone, second placed Open
Women’s runner Isabella Reid from Queenstown finished fifth overall in
5 hours 54 minutes 33 seconds. Wanaka’s Katerina Maluschnig was third
in this grade in 7 hours 11 minutes 57 seconds.
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Izak Kruger wins the Masters Men 35-49 title
Izak Kruger of Run Timaru won the Masters Men title in 6 hours 26 minutes 49 seconds. Leith’s
Glen Chisholm finished second in 6 hours 28 minutes 45 seconds. Read his epic account of his
experiences during this grueling but scenic event further down below in this report. Craig Pelvin
finished third in 7 hours 7 minutes 34 seconds.

Anna O’Byrne wins the Masters Women 35-49 title
Anna O'Byrne won the Masters Women 35-49 title in 6 hours 59 minutes 59 seconds which is now
the standard record for this grade. Kate Thomas was second in 7 hours 45 minutes 58 seconds.
Third was Antonia Wood in 8 hours 26 minutes 23 seconds.

John Bayne takes out the Veterans Men 50-59 title
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Leith’s John Bayne (middle in picture) won the Veterans Men title in
6 hours 56 minutes 54 seconds and in doing so broke his own record
set in 2021. Michael Pullar was second in 7 hours 0 minutes 58
seconds with Steve Williams third in 7 hours 15 minutes 31 seconds.
Definitely a bunch of three happy fellas having run a great race! See
you next year.

Ruth Jeffery prevails in the Veterans Women 50-59 grade
Ruth Jeffery won the Veterans Women title in 8 hours 50 minutes 29
seconds. Katherine Boomer was second in 9 hours 45 minutes 46 seconds
with Elena Ellis third in 10 hours 31 minutes 46 seconds.

Ian McDonald outlasts the Gurus
to take the title
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Caversham’s Ian McDonald (right in picture in green top with big
smile) won the Gurus Men title in 8 hours 44 minutes 40 seconds
which missed breaking the existing record set by Roger Leslie in
photo Rach McKinney
2021 by just 7 seconds. Second was Caversham’s Alistair McAlevey (middle in picture looking
slightly bemused) in 9 hours 55 minutes 24 seconds. Alistair left his trail running poles at home by
mistake and having done extensive training with them for the ultra, still managed to put in an
excellent effort in this race. Third was Leith’s Dave McLean (left in picture intently studying his
certificate for errors) in 9 hours 58 minutes 32 seconds.

A very special thanks to our wonderful sponsors
Emerson's Brewery
Shoe Clinic
DK Architecture Limited
Wild Things
Strawberry
Sims Brothers Garage
Serviceman
AEROBICEDGE
Back In Motion Physiotherapy & Pilates
City Forests

A massive thank you to our magnificent volunteers
Some wonderful photos below of our volunteers at or near the finish area
taken by Leith’s Rach McKinney

Some interesting stuff out on the course

Some great photos here taken by Colin and Donna Tumaru of action out on the course

Here are some more photos below of action out on course and Flaggy checkpoint and the
Tunnel Track

Leith’s Glen Chisholm’s epic account of his experience of the 55km Ultra
Glen finished second in the Masters Men 35-49 grade
When I entered the race all those months back, I thought a sub 6.30 time would be a good goal for
me. But as the day approached, the ego kicked in and sub 6 was the goal. It was a nice easy start
into Ross Creek, keeping heart rate low, walking the stairs, settling into position.
Jogged nice and easily up the pineapple track, others around were walking at times (should I be
doing the same?) but we soon separated and had peaceful solitude as I ascended in the dark. Happy
I got to the top feeling easy and under control (as much as one can up the pineapple track).
Summited Flagstaff in 44mins, very pleased with the start.
I was 5th at the bull ring, missed my water refill having forced my 500ml of electrolyte down to
free up the bottle (cue the stitch soon after), couldn’t see the aid station in the dark so assumed it
was on the other side of the road, but all good, will wait until Longridge aid station.
Descended ok, trying to be conservative, two caught me, then we caught another, at which point I
think were 3 ahead of us and we must’ve formed 4th-7th position. Struggled to see well in the dark,
so was careful down Smeaton’s and then battled along tunnel track/racemans tripping on roots here
and there and tumbling, but good fun. When will daylight appear?
The legs started feeling fatigued near the end of Raceman’s (not a good sign this early son!) and
was a welcome relief when I started the hike up powder ridge, which I really enjoyed, feeling more
and more recovered as I approached Bacon Knob. Seeing good mate Scott Payne there was a great
boost! The others had pushed on ahead and I hit the top at Pulpit Rock in 3.05, right on where I
wanted to be. The Priest & Co sounding the cow bell was just awesome, their silhouettes slowly
revealed from the mist as the top literally appeared out of nowhere! The results say I was 5th fastest
from bullring to Pulpit Rock, but I am pretty sure I was in 7th at that point.
Descending off Pulpit was where I really started to feel the impact in the legs, the left leg/knee was
really starting to struggle, and I felt very slow across to high top. Couldn’t tell if the left shoe was
out and it was just getting very weak or if it was just the continued impact that I wasn’t used to.
Swampy really sorted me out, I went from feeling very fatigued to really smacked up, the swamp
was very tough going and when I had finally got through it, I slipped on a rock with my right foot
only to then smack my left big toe into the rock, which sprained the joint, thankfully I was able to
walk it off and not have it affect me thereafter, but it has bruised up quite nicely overnight and I
can’t bend it very well today. The bog made my feet very slippery inside my shoes, so I was
slipping around inside of them struggling for stability, a real circus! Maybe that's why people wear
socks (hmmmm)? Such a great part of the course, heard many stories at the finish of others in
bother as well, would be a great spot to have a camera.
I got passed near the top of swampy, I think he ended up running 6.02. I was really struggling, so
much for the “feel fresh at swampy plan!”. I didn’t refill my water at Hightop, thinking I would
make it to swampy with current supplies, but ran out and was craving some to help swallow some
food. Once onto Rollinson’s road I could hardly lift my left leg and really started to shuffle.

Joining the 3peaks runners was just the lift I needed. It was encouraging that I could still move at a
similar speed up hill, but they were nailing me downhill. Winced my way down towards Morrison’s,
thankfully there was some softness in the descent. Morrisons was a really uplifting experience, the
camaraderie amongst the 3peaks runners was infectious and everyone was having a great laugh
watching each other slip and slide and hit the deck. This also gave me confidence that I could still
make ground, skipping past several around the outskirts etc. I also note that Morrisons was very
enjoyable mud wise compared to swampy, almost dry in comparison……
I noticed another 4peaks runner come past looking fresh just before we hit Leith valley, he finished
in 6.14. Once I hit Leith valley it was a real battle again. But it was also motivating to know that I
wasn’t losing much distance to those running around me, so it kept me pushing forward, shuffle
shuffle, closed eyes, hobbling to my right leg to rest the left every 10 steps or so. The steeper the up
the better the body felt. It was great to also have Jordan and Gemma Sheed running close by from
swampy until the finish, who would pass me going down and I would going up, they caught me one
last time coming into the final km and we ran together to Chingford park, I guarantee I would’ve
been a lot slower if it wasn’t for those around me.
It was great to reach the Bridge to see the Sole's for a much-needed pep talk, at which point I
calculated I had 80mins to get to Chingford park to at least break 6.30. The uphill to Cargill actually
went pretty well, I was able to work my way through the 3peak runners with hiking/jogging and I
even ran (well jogged at 8s) the whole of Cowan Road to the summit, cresting the top in 5.47, and
leaving myself 43mins to get to the finish! Surely I could average 7s for the final 6kms?
Well perhaps not! Descending Mt Cargill was one of the most painful experiences of my life, I
winced with every step, the right knee was now the worst and the left felt ok, what’s going on? but I
knew I had to keep moving forward by whatever means I could, first km clicked at 8mins, oh man I
can’t even average 7s downhill ahhh! Next km 7.30, 7.30, come on Glen you can get to the bottom
and run a 5? Surely, I could when it flattens out? I implemented all sorts of running styles, the pump
the arms fast and hope the legs follow, the long striding race walk on my heels to minimise impact,
the squat shuffle, running an S line to avoid straight down, each would work for a few seconds at
least!
Finally at the bottom, I had 10mins to make it under 6.30, come on push push! At this point Izak
Kruger (6.26) came past and offered some support (I didn’t realise that was my 1st place in Masters
being lost, but couldn't have gone to a nicer guy), finally when it flattened out I could run 5.30s
ahhhhhhhhhhh that felt soooooo much better, yet still very sore. One final steep downhill onto the
road, eeeeeeeeeeekkkk ahhhhhhhhh made it! Thankfully was then able to just run as hard as I could,
I looked down and wahoo 4.50 pace! Come on Glen 4 mins to make it, plenty of time…….. or is
there? I need to hit the grass with at least 1 minute up my sleeve and……….got to the grass at 6.28
and hello why can I suddenly run 4 flat? My body now feels great! Where has the knee pain gone!
Was it all in my head?
I finished in 6.28.45 for 10th. That was a life test like I have never experienced, so many positives
to take out of the torment. Always keep moving forward, you might not be moving as slowly as you
think. To think I probably only lost 30 minutes over the last 3hours is quite incredible for how bad I
felt.
Other than my toe, my body is not actually feeling too bad the next day. My knees, calfs, ankles
and hips are moving freely, no sign of ITB or patella femoral. Was the knee pain real?

Wayne Porteous thanks the organisers and volunteers
Wayne Porteous who ran the 26km won the Men’s Gurus grade in 3 hours 5 minutes 6 seconds.
I can only imagine the total amount of hours and hard work carried out by the Leith Club, teams of
people, volunteers.... to make these events happen in constantly changing circumstances, all the
work on the big day and afterwards.

As a runner I am very privileged to be able to take part in this epic event and want to thank all the
great people referred to above, anyone else involved and fellow competitors making my experience
quite special. The encouragement and enthusiasm given by organisers, volunteers, marshals, super
heroes (Cass on the ukulele) and supporters along the way was uplifting.

I became fatigued (after feeling good most of the way) by the top of Mount Cargill and can't thank
the aid station volunteers there enough for filling my drink bottles and the huge handful of lollies
which were gobbled up on my descent enabling me to "run" okay to the finish. I can't wait till next
year’s event.

Gavin Chin on his Role of 26km Tail End Charlie
" I was so excited last night that I could not sleep. I needed a sleeping tablet."
Gavin, in fact walked 30km, climbed 1400m and took 6hrs 26min. What would we do without the
Tail End Charlies giving encouragement and security to the back markers.

Hopcyn Matthews: "I haven't taken part in a race with such supportive race marshalls! Each
marshal provided endless positive encouragement, which really does help when suffering on the
climbs! Credit to the Leith club and Dunedin's running community as a whole, thank you very
much! Once the DOMS settle I'll start looking forward to next year's event! "

Hayden Scorringe: "I just want to say a huge thank you to the organisers, marshalls, track
clearers, track markers lawn mowers, bacon chefs (can't say I practised that race nutrition, but it
was a treat to have hot food) and all the volunteers who made this event happen."

Eva de Jong: "My first Three Peaks and I had an absolute blast out there. Thanks to all the
wonderful volunteers who did an amazing job. To top it all off, conditions really were perfect!"

Chris Sole, Leith Club President had this to say
Chris and Dave McLean did a massive amount of track clearing in the months/weeks prior to the
big day
Sometimes it is sheer pig-headedness that gets things done despite all the odds stacked against.
Race Directors Steve Tripp and Mark O'Neill have been meticulously planning Three Peaks under
stringent Covid Regulations. Most other Running Events decided it was too difficult. Along with
Siobhan McKinlay and Gaya Gnanalingam they produced a Master Plan incorporating
contingencies, back-ups, alternative scenarios, all with the sole purpose of providing the wider
Community with an Event of which to be proud. And just three days out, when everything seemed
in order, restrictions were eased, opening new possibilities. I could only admire the ability of these
leaders to immediately reset, reprogram, readjust, changing direction in mid-stride, landing
perfectly balanced, poised. This is leadership in action. Being nimble, adapting to changing
circumstances is a Championship trait needed in all spheres of our lives. Our Thanks and
Congratulations to you for your dedication, and vision producing an outstanding Three Peaks+1
Event.
This Team was backed up by the Leith Harrier and Athletic Club Committee members. As Omicron
swarmed, registrations were made and withdrawn, Greg Johnston providing the financial multiple
transactions, budgeting, Swampy Stability, supported by Rach McKinney (Funding applications,
administration, photographer, multiple roles), Richard and Margie Campbell (water containers,
Volunteer station lollies, general organisation, registrations, gear checks), Orlaith Heron (Track
Clearing, Marking, Registrations, Marshalling and more...), Marc Boulle (media, website, finish
line back-up results, Gear Checks), Lydia Pattillo (media, facebook, general organisation), Margaret
Knox (start, finish, registrations, results, prizegiving lists, general organisation), Susan Craig
(media, general organisation, runner), Peter Hughes (DCC liaison, general organisation), and
Christine Montgomery (General organisation).
One of the first questions I was asked today was "Did we win?" My fatigue-fogged brain was not
quite sure how to respond. Of course, it was the Volunteers/Marshals dress-up Competition! And
yes, the competition was as fierce as the Running. And who won, I have no idea: was it the Beach
Theme on Flagstaff, The Tunnel Track Fearsome Twosome, Breakfast at Bacon Knob, Mountain
Road Mavericks, The Swampy Swarm, The Mt Cargill Collective... What enjoyment and fun, spirit
and soul, the dressing up brought to competitors and Volunteers. Thank you to all Volunteers, on the
day, for the hours of patience, persistence, pleasure you brought.
Thank you Croydon Paton (gear checks, Hightop Aid station), St John Paramedics, Jamie Sinclair,
Nick Wooliscroft, Hamish McKinlay, Gavin Chin (55/26km Tail End Charlies), Danny Baillie
(marshal, Orientation Runs, move timing mat), Lee Flowers (Ross Creek), Opoho PTA - Qa-t-a
Amun, Onedine Beattie, Kristin Bevin, AJ Visagie (dedicated first aider), Aly Craigie & Rebecca
Allnut, Wendy Tripp, Luke McKinlay, Lydia Patillo (Bullring to Tunnel), Sharon Lequex (Turn into
Tunnel Track), Donna Tumaru, Steve Stewart (Tunnel Track), Richard Campbell; Cass Hart
(Racemans/Powder Creek detour and sweeper, Timing mat), Renee Ferguson (Silverstream
crossing), Sandor Toth (Bottom of Powder Ridge), Anthony Eyles (designated First Aider,
Powder/Long Ridge intersection Aid station, Radio, Food, water, record numbers, Direct runners up
Long Ridge), Chris Taylor (track marking, Pulpit Rock, Radio 4, timing mat 3), Croydon Paton,
Ben Mitchell and Lily Be (High Top intersection Aid station Radio 5, Food and water, record

numbers on sheet, check point for cut offs). Mark O’Neill, Steve Tripp, Gaya Gnanalingam,
Siobhan McKinlay, Margaret Knox (Start/finish line), Traffic marshals road crossing at bridge on
Malvern St (new 2022), Hamish McKinlay, Linda van der Kroef , Martin Jones (Ross Creek), Suzie
White (Wakari/Tanner ), Lee Flowers (Pineapple track T intersection), Beach Bums: Mark
O’Donnell, Caitlin O’Donnell, Leanne Hill, Tiana Hill (designated First Aider, Flagstaff summit,
timing mat 1 from Bullring team (55k), record race numbers), KINGS HIGH SCHOOL Shelby &
Tigue (Flagstaff Aid station water/marshal), THE TRIO: Greg Johnston, Kevin Blair and Jenni
Topliss (Swampy, Record numbers, Timing mat 4 Rope off Leith Saddle track, direct runners (new
2022), KINGS HIGH SCHOOL Josh, Dalton & Ben, Claire Ramsay, Jenny Munro, Amanda Jones,
Dylan Sayer (Aid station water/food), Hamish Tyson, Cheryl Kelly (Leith Valley at bottom of water
dept track), Gretchen Brownstein, Tom McKinlay; Debbie Standring and Ralph Miller (Leith Valley
Road), Chris, Gisela, and Sebastian Sole (Motorway bridge, water/food/dedicated first aiders,
Toilets), Glenn Fergusson and Donella; Hilary Lawrence; Seajay McDermott (designated First
Aider), Heidi Cleland; Jessica Lach, Ben Duckett, Mikayla Swan (designated first aider, Mt Cargill
Water/Food/Marshal Teams, recording, timing mat), Karen Lusk (& kids), Mark Fahey (Timing
mat, Bethunes), Lizzie Kennedy, Orlaith Heron (Norward st/Bethunes driveway), Pam McKinlay,
Jenny Winter (Cnr Norward St and Tannadice st), Melanie Ong, Maren Richter (Gateway to
Chingford Park), Mark O’Neill (Finish Line Site Manager), Margaret Knox, Pete Hughes (Radios),
Rob Homan, Marc Boulle (Manual Recording), Steve Tripp (Announcer+Prizegiving, Medals) and
Mark O'Neill (Hand out finish medals), Volunteer coordinators: Siobhan McKinlay, Gaya
Gnanalingam, Extra help, water: Rach McKinney, Lee Flowers, Amy Weeden and finally clear up
(Richard, Margie, Kevin, Greg, Steve, Mark, Strawberry Sound, Siobhan, Gaya, Marc
(+Vacuuming), Dave, Chris, Margaret, Rach, ...)
And to our Sponsors, Thank you.

Emerson's Brewery
DK Architecture Limited
Strawberry Sound,
Sims Brothers Garage
Serviceman
Shoe Clinic
Wild Things
AEROBICEDGE
Back In Motion Physiotherapy & Pilates
City Forests
And finally, congratulations to all of you who put yourselves on the line, one of the most difficult
decisions to make. You befriended, competed, completed, supported. To get to the finish line is a
triumph whether first or last. Camaraderie was the order of the day. We are all better in a myriad of
ways. You won. We all won.

3 Peaks 2022 – 26km Leith's Susan Craig gives an awesome account of her experience of her first Three Peaks
I had a good reason for entering the 3 Peaks 26km event this year at the ripe old age of 56 and with a dubious level of
fitness – I’ve been a member of Leith for over 7 years and on the Committee for 6. I’ve worked at the 3 Peaks numerous
times but never really understood what the race involves from a competitor’s perspective. I had no idea of the course.
I’m a dedicated road runner – asphalt is my friend and trail running fills me with mild dread. I wanted to understand the
race so that I could really appreciate the experience of the athletes I was supporting either while marshalling or at the
finish line.
Boy, oh boy, do I have a good understanding now. This race is TOUGH. Super tough.
I took part in both of the orientation runs in the weeks prior to the event to familiarise myself with the course and I
couldn’t begin to comprehend how I would join both the sections we covered together to compete in the race on the big
day. But two weeks of solid rest and recovery after the orientations led to me feeling quite fresh on race day.
The weather was perfect. By the 9am start it was cool but not cold, there was good cloud cover and no real wind.

There was a sense of muted excitement at the start line as we all gathered for the off. Even I felt keen to get cracking and
tackle this beast.
Climbing up to Flagstaff after heading away from the first climb to Ross Creek I didn’t think I would actually make it to the
summit, let alone climb all three. It’s steep. Really steep. There was a lot of walking, and it was a relief to get some
running done near to the top. Then wow – what a welcome when I made it to the top! The marshals had really gone to
town with decorating the Flagstaff Summit area with a beach theme and it felt like a party. My mood lifted and off I went
to tackle Swampy Summit.

My selective memory had forgotten the worst of the climbs to the top of Swampy but I felt pretty good when I got there
to find Leith friends Kevin and Greg dressed up to welcome us over the 2nd summit finish line.

I was in a great spirits as I left Swampy and headed down the hill on my way to the final climb to Mt Cargill. I knew Leith
President, and running coach, Chris Sole, and his wife Gisella were at the next aid station and was looking forward to a
wee pep talk. The views were amazing. I chatted to some lovely fellow competitors along my way and I felt good.
Then I hit my nemesis – The Shute. Mud, mud and more mud. I slipped. I fell (twice). I swore. I may have even cried. I
wrenched my arm grasping for the trees. But I got through it and was so glad to get down the hill and find my old friend
Cheryl marshalling on Leith Valley Road.

Up Leith Valley Road I went – heading for the bridge and a pep talk
from Chris – which he dually gave me. “Your race starts now Susan”, he said. “It’s all down from here” he said. He’s a
funny guy.
. Gisella filled my cup with electrolyte and away I went. I felt so happy to be approaching the final climb,
and climb I did. That forest climb is very challenging. It’s so steep. I feel in awe of those people who can actually run it,
and I know some people do.
But I got through it, and I got up to Mt Cargill and I was elated. There was a gang of very happy marshals and an aid
station awaiting me. And the VIEWS! Stunning, just stunning.

I was so happy to see my friend Dave, who was photographing the event, as I started the descent off Mt Cargill. He gave
me another pep talk and took a few photos and sent me on my way.

I knew by this stage that I wasn’t going to make my goal of 4:30. So I just had to press on and do what I could. It’s about
4km down from the top of Mt Cargill to Bethunes Gully and the dappled light on the trail, although gorgeous to look at,
makes it treacherous when you’re trying to run. I rolled the same ankle twice due to unseen tree roots and rocks, but I
was determined to get off that hill and on to my beloved asphalt for the final section of the race.
Once I left Bethunes behind me, I ran / walked towards Chingford Park and I was delighted to see my friend John
approaching on his bike. He accompanied me until I got to the bridge that leads on to the park when he rang ahead to
tell his partner (and my friend) Mel, as well as my husband Owen, that I was on my way to the finish.
I felt SO proud to cross that finish line. I couldn’t believe I had just completed this 27km+ course and was still standing
AND SMILING, and actually able to run to the finish.
When my friend Mark, another Leith Committee member, and one of the race organisers, hung my medal around my
neck it felt super special.

I went through so many emotions during this event. Fear, despair, frustration, anger, but also exhilaration, pride, joy,
determination, and elation!
I loved so much more about the race than I disliked – the birdsong was amazing, the views, the comradery with the other
competitors, the support from my friends and all the volunteers that make the event happen. The joy at completing
something I thought was impossible.
I’m really looking forward to working at the 2023 Three Peaks event with my fellow Leith friends. I have a whole new
understanding of what the competitors go through, and I can’t wait to support them along their own race.

